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>> ANNOUNCEMENT DETAILS
The details of the announcement start here ...

Announcement Title * Press Release by The Singapore Workforce Development Agency and A*STAR’s 
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology collaborate to train 
“Technovation Managers” to raise and sustain productivity growth in 
manufacturing SMEs  

Description The Board of Directors of the Company is pleased to announce that its wholly 
owned subsidiary, Kim Hiap Lee Co (Pte) Ltd (“KHL”), has participated in the 
operations management innovation methodology piloted by the Singapore 
Institute of Manufacturing Technology (“SIMTech”), a research institute of the 
Agency for Science, Technology and Research (“A*STAR”), details of which 
are set out in the press release by the Singapore Workforce Development 
Agency (“WDA”) and A*STAR in conjunction with their launch of the SME 
Manufacturing Excellence Programme to equip managers in manufacturing 
SMEs with the skills to champion and implement operations efficiency 
improvement leading to productivity gains. 
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$2m Programme Launched to Help SMEs in the Manufacturing
Sector Raise Productivity through Process Innovation

SINGAPORE, 3 August 2010 –Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) in the
manufacturing sector seeking to raise their productivity and capability, received a
shot in the arm today with the launch of the new SME Manufacturing Excellence
(S.M.E) Programme. Designed to groom a pool of Process Improvement Champions
or “TechnoVation Managers”, the programme aims to train managers in Operations
Management Innovation (OMNI).  With the knowledge and skills acquired from the
programme, managers in the SMEs can help raise productivity, and improve
business and operational excellence within their companies.

2. Developed by A*STAR’s Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology
(SIMTech), the S.M.E. Programme will be offered under the Singapore Workforce
Development Agency’s (WDA) Precision Engineering Workforce Skills Qualifications
(PE WSQ) framework.  The programme aims to help managers in SMEs embark on
productivity and innovation driven growth.  In addition to undergoing classroom
training, trainees will have the opportunity to apply the OMNI methodology to
address specific operational challenges in their companies, under the mentorship of
SIMTech’s trainers. Trainees who complete the S.M.E programme can take another
two relevant PE WSQ modules to obtain the PE WSQ Graduate Diploma in
Manufacturing Operations Management qualification.  More details on the S.M.E
programme are available in Annex 1.

3. A number of SMEs have already signed up for the programme. They include: 

• Fong’s Engineering & Manufacturing 

• Hitech Heat Treatment Services 

• Kim Hiap Lee 

• Maha Chemicals



4. Companies sending their managers to the programme will enjoy 70% course
fee funding support plus absentee payroll from WDA.  Over the next two to three
years, WDA and SIMTech aim to train a pool of 150 “TechnoVation Managers” to
champion and lead operational improvements in their organisations.  SMEs
interested in the programme can contact SIMTech for more details.

5.  “The launch of the S.M.E. Programme is timely to help SMEs initiate and
implement ongoing innovations to shift towards productivity-led growth. We are
happy that our research investment in Operations Management Innovation
methodology has been proven in pilot industry applications and is now applied to
help SMEs in their operation efficiency improvement.  The pilot trial participation of
the programme by organisations before the launch is a testimony of the need for
such a programme for local enterprises to harness technology for growth,”
commented Dr Lim Ser Yong, Executive Director of SIMTech.

6. SMEs that adopt the methodology under the S.M.E. programme can
reasonably expect to achieve at least 5% improvement in productivity of the targeted
areas within one year of implementation of the operations improvement initiative.   

7. “WDA is pleased to work with SIMTech on this programme for SME
managers.  Participants can expect to acquire useful knowledge and skills that will
help them raise productivity and drive operational improvements within their
companies,” said Mr Chan Heng Kee, Chief Executive, Singapore Workforce
Development Agency.

8. Kim Hiap Lee, is an example of a SME that is benefiting from leveraging on
technology.   Mr Thomas Yeo, a manager of Kim Hiap Lee, a subsidiary of LHT
Holdings Limited, and a graduate of the PE WSQ Graduate Diploma in
Manufacturing Operations Management, worked with SIMTech to implement a Radio
Frequency Identification-based system to track and trace pallets rented out to
customers in Singapore and Malaysia. Productivity gains are significant since the
implementation of the system. The improvement translated to S$ 52,500 potential
savings each year for the company and S$ 375,000 potential savings for its
customers (See Annex 2 for details).



Agency for Science, Technology and Research
A*STAR is the lead agency for fostering world-class scientific research and talent for
a vibrant knowledge-based and innovative-driven Singapore. A*STAR oversees 14
biomedical sciences, and physical sciences and engineering research institutes, and
seven  consortia & centres, which are located in Biopolis and Fusionopolis, as well
as their immediate vicinity.

 A*STAR supports Singapore's key economic clusters by providing intellectual,
human and industrial capital to its partners in industry. It also supports extramural
research in the universities, hospitals, research centres, and with other local and
international partners. 

For more information on A*STAR, please visit www.a-star.edu.sg.

Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

The Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech) is a research
institute of the Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC) of the Agency for
Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR). SIMTech develops high value
manufacturing technology and human capital to contribute to the competitiveness of
the Singapore industry. It collaborates with multinational and local companies in the
precision engineering, electronics, semiconductor, medical technology, aerospace,
automotive, marine, logistics and other sectors. 

For more information, please visit: www.SIMTech.a-star.edu.sg.

Singapore Workforce Development Agency

The Singapore Workforce Development Agency (WDA) enhances the
competitiveness of our workforce by encouraging workers to learn for life and
advance with skills. In today's economy, most jobs require not just knowledge, but
also skills. WDA collaborates with employers, industry associations, the Union and
training organisations, to develop and strengthen the Continuing Education and
Training system that is skills-based, open and accessible, as a mainstream pathway
for all workers - young and older, from rank and file to professionals and executives -
to upgrade and advance in their careers and lives.



For more information, please visit www.wda.gov.sg.

For media enquiries, please contact:

Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology, A*STAR

Ms Lee Swee Heng

Science and Engineering Institutes

DID: (65) 6793 8368

M: (65) 9620 3902

Email: leesh@scei.a-star.edu.sg

Singapore Workforce Development Agency

Ms Jacqueline Chan

Corporate and Marketing Communications Division

DID: (65) 6512 6573

M: (65) 9727 3849

Email: jacqueline_chan@wda.gov.sg



ANNEX 1

FACTSHEET
WSQ SME Manufacturing Excellence (S.M.E.) Programme

Introduction 
This Workforce Skills Qualifications SMEs Manufacturing Excellence (S.M.E.)
Programme is a joint initiative by the Singapore Institute of Manufacturing
Technology (SIMTech), a research institute of the Agency for Science, Technology
and Research (A*STAR), and the Singapore Workforce Development Agency
(WDA). The objective is to train key personnel - engineers, managers and senior
staff to be technology innovators who can help their companies achieve
manufacturing excellence. 

About the WSQ SME Programme
The programme offers a proven Operations Management Innovation (OMNI)
methodology based on R&D, proven through highly successful applications in
various industries of the manufacturing sector. Deploying the right operations
management techniques and technologies will ensure that operations improvement
are both effective (align to company’s strategy) and efficient (achieve productivity
gains).

The training programme consists of two parts: classroom training and mentorship
component. The classroom training focuses on transferring knowledge in operations
management and use of the OMNI methodology. The mentorship training reinforces
the classroom learning by applying the said methodology in the trainee’s company.
Mentored by SIMTech’s trainers, the trainee will identify operations improvement
areas, develop suitable initiatives and implementation action plans that are based on
productivity improvements, in an actual workplace.

Why WSQ SME Programme
As operations management is a continuous improvement process, this programme
equips students with the necessary knowledge and skills, to systematically use the
OMNI methodology to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of a company’s
operations.  This is similar to ensuring that companies can use this methodology to
‘fish’ for a life-time rather than be provided with fish for a day.



For Whom
This programme is relevant to:

• Management officers/directors
• Supply chain/procurement/ logistics managers and senior staff
• Inventory/warehouse management managers and senior staff
• Manufacturing/production/engineering managers and senior staff
• Industrial engineering managers and senior staff
• Operations management manager and senior staff

The programme comprises three course units:

• Apply Operations Improvement Fundamentals
• Improve Operations using the OMNI methodology
• Develop action plan using the OMNI methodology

Course Units
Unit 1: Apply Operations Improvement Fundamentals (classroom training)

This unit provides the necessary fundamental knowledge and concepts needed to
understand operations management by introducing key concepts in operations
improvement and productivity through:

• Alignment of operations improvement to a company’s strategic intent,
• Assessment of the performance of operations improvement based on

productivity measurements,
• Methods, tools and technologies that can be used to improve operations

improvement, and 
• Application of the Operations Management Innovation (OMNI) methodology

as a systematic approach to operations improvement that are effective and
efficient.

On completion of this unit, students will be ready to embark on an on-site company
training mentored by SIMTech’s trainers using the OMNI methodology. This is the
first step towards becoming a technology innovator of a company.

Unit Outline

1. Understand the fundamental concept of operations improvement and
productivity

2. Understand the important link between business competitive strategy and
operations improvement and productivity

3. Understand the approach to measure the performance of operations
improvement and productivity 

4. Understand the techniques and tools for operations improvement 
5. Understand the operations management innovation methodology 



Unit 2: Improve Operations using the OMNI methodology (on-site/mentorship)

This unit trains students to evaluate and identify operations improvement areas and
set performance objectives. This is done using the OMNI methodology as a
systematic approach to operations improvement that is both effective and efficient.
This unit leverages on the knowledge learned in “Understand operations
management techniques and fundamentals”. The training will be company-based,
with both on-site company sessions and scheduled review sessions. Upon
completion of this unit, the student will be ready to embark on the identification of
suitable initiatives that can help the company improve its operations, achieve its
competitive strategy and performance targets identified. This is the second step
towards becoming a technology innovator of a company.

Unit Outline

1. Identify activity landscape 
2. Identify operations improvement areas 
3. Assess current productivity of operations improvement areas 
4. Consolidate business strategy, objectives, improvement areas, and

productivity 

Unit 3: Develop action plan using the OMNI methodology (on-site/mentorship)

This unit trains students to generate operations improvement initiatives and develop
implementation action plan for identified improvement areas. This is done using the
OMNI methodology as a systematic approach, and is a continuation of the “Evaluate
and identify operations improvement areas and performance using the operations
management innovation methodology” unit. The training will be company-based, with
both on-site company sessions and scheduled review sessions. 

Upon completion of this unit, students will be ready to play the role of innovators in
the company, to continuously identify, evaluate and develop action plans for
operations improvement using the OMNI methodology.

Unit Outline

1. Generate operations improvement initiatives 
2. Calculate operations improvement productivity performance 
3. Prioritise operations improvement initiatives 
4. Develop implementation action plan 

Course Duration
• Three-month part-time course covering all three course units
• Classroom training consists of 10  half-day sessions, conducted over a three-

week period



• Mentorship consists of both scheduled and ad-hoc supervised sessions at
company and SIMTech, over a period of 2.5 months

• All sessions are held during working hours

Course Fee
SMEs sending their employees for the programme can enjoy up to 70% course fee
funding support plus absentee payroll from WDA.Trainee pays a nett fee of $5,400
(exclude GST).

Graduate Diploma Option
In addition, if a student further completes 2 units offered in the PE WSQ
Manufacturing Operations Management (MOM) Graduate Diploma course, the
student can also obtain a Graduate Diploma in Manufacturing Operations
Management. Further details are available at http://pe-wsq.SIMTech.a-star.edu.sg/ .

Take 2 additional MOM course units from 
amongst the 5 units below:
• Operational Analysis
• Inventory Management
• Shop Floor Execution & Control
• Advanced Planning & Scheduling (APS)
• Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

Graduate Diploma in Manufacturing Operations 
Management

Completion of all 3 modules under S.M.E. 
programme

Contact Details
For more information, please contact:

Ms Tan Puay Siew

Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

Tel: 6793 8377

Email: pstan@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sg



Dr Roland Lim

Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech)

Tel: 6793 8458

Email: yglim@SIMTech.a-star.edu.sg 



ANNEX 2

SME RFID Technology Implementation Boosts Productivity

About Kim Hiap Lee

Kim Hiap Lee (KHL), a small and medium enterprise (SME) and subsidiary of LHT
Holdings Limited, rents wooden pallets to a wide range of distributor companies who
use them to transport cartons of goods and even circus acts requiring solid ground to
build tents. The SME employs eight staff and owns 450,000 to 500,000 pallets.

Problems

One of KHL’s biggest problems is tracking its pallets as they are rented to hundreds
of customers who move them around Singapore and sometimes to Malaysia. The
other problem is counting the wooden pallets and resolving disputes with customers
when the numbers do not tally.

Solution

The Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech), a research institute
of the Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR), provided the
expertise to implement and build a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system at
KHL. The RFID system could be the first in Asia and possibly the world for pallet
leasing. Based on EPC Information Service (EPCIS) and Gen 2 RFID, it enables
KHL to account for its pallets even as they are rented to hundreds of customers in
Singapore and Malaysia.  Now only one KHL staff is needed to deliver the pallets to
a customer, checks the amount with a reader and fulfils an order instead of the 3
needed previously.

How It Works

Each pallet is equipped with a reinforced RFID tag. Capturing this data, giant
gantries at the KHL main office and its distribution centres can automatically count
the number of pallets carried in and out of its warehouse. Customers can also log in
to a Web portal to track where their pallets are. 



Benefits 

There is no dispute on the number of pallets outstanding when the time comes to
return the pallets to KHL as data is readily available online. Relationship with
customers has improved as discrepancies and arguments are minimised. The
system can also easily track the age of pallets. This enables the pallets to be reused
by customers with confidence, reducing the number of new pallets needed for
rentals.

 Productivity Gains

A potential cost reduction of S$52,500 each year resulted due to the 35% reduction
in manpower required to manage the pallets, which can now be re-deployed to other
areas. Other gains include a bigger pay out for employees in the form of bonuses,
larger sponsorships for training as well as greater saving for customers performing
periodical stock-check. The amount of time spent tracking a pallet is reduced by 70%
and stock take is done in half the time. This leads to a further potential annual
savings of S$24,000 each year.

For KHL’s customers, they also enjoy an estimated potential savings of S$ 375,000
as the lead time for pallets recovery is reduced because information on the location
of each pallet is known.

Outcome

KHL will be bringing the expertise to build and implement RFID into pallet tracking to
overseas counterparts looking to automate their existing processes. Mr Thomas Yeo,
RFID FMCG Project Manager, who has completed the PE WSQ Graduate Diploma
in Manufacturing Operations Management, will champion the technology application.
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